FLOW FOCUSING IN MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
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Abstract
This paper presents numerical analysis of the hydrodynamic flow focusing in rectangular microchannels. The low Reynolds number
pressure driven flow in symmetric system of crossed channels with three inlets and one outlet is investigated. The numerical model is
used to elucidate the origin of broadening of the focused flow sheet observed experimentally close to the side walls of the outlet
channel. It is found that the observed broadening is mainly due to the residual flow inertia and can be totally eliminated if flow
Reynolds number is less than one.

1. Introduction
The advances of microfluidic technology have led to
development of miniaturized devices for manipulating and
sorting bio-samples, mixing and delivering chemical reagents,
or encapsulating immiscible liquids. In most cases these
devices use either simple T-shaped channels with two inlets
side-by-side and one outlet or two crossed channels with three
inlets and one outlet. Mixing properties of such devices are
often crucial for the effective functioning of microfluidic
devices [1; 2]. Due to the smallness of the devices the flow
Reynolds number is small and only molecular diffusion is
responsible for the inter-diffusion of reagents [3]. This very
slow process can be accelerated by increasing contact surface
between two reacting liquid streams or by introducing flow
instability leading to its chaotic behaviour [4; 5; 6].
There is class of microfluidic systems where flow mixing
should be minimized. An example is so called flow focusing
process [7; 8; 9], where the sample flow (supplied from the
inlet channel) is constrained laterally within the centre of the
microchannel by two neighbouring sheath flows from the side
channels (see Fig.1). In symmetric hydrodynamic focusing,
the sample flow is constrained by two sheath flows to a thin
sheet at the channel symmetry. By manipulating flow rates of
the focusing flows location of the focused sheet can be moved
out of the symmetry plane. Achieving a precise control of the
focused stream width is crucial in various applications of the
flow focusing systems.
Due to the fabrication constrains such devices usually use
straight channels of rectangular cross-section, of typically 50
to 100µm and 5-10mm length interconnected at right angles.
The flow velocity in the microchannels is less than 1mm/s,
generally regarded as laminar, low Reynolds number flow.
Hence, it is assumed that flow streamlines remain parallel and
mixing of liquids is mostly controlled by diffusion. However,
even for very low Reynolds number regime the abrupt change
of the flow direction when fluid passes T-junction appears to
produce secondary flow forcing fluid to move towards side
walls. It strongly affects both mixing as well as flow focusing
efficiency. The effect is caused by two well know
mechanisms, so called Moffat-eddies, created by the flow

passing sharp corners, and Dean flow – secondary circulation
generated due to the flow curvature. Both mechanisms, present
even for very low Reynolds number flow evidently change
flow pattern and species distribution observed in the outlet
channel. Experimentally it is observed as broadening of the
flow-focusing especially in the regions close to the side walls.
The effect is important for the effectiveness of microfluidic
devices and has to be considered by selecting proper flow
regimes for working device.
Here, we investigate numerically evolution of the flow
structure with variation of the flow Reynolds number from 0.1
to 100 for the simple flow-focusing device to elucidate
influence of flow parameters on its performance. The
geometry of the device used is that from the experiment
described elsewhere [10; 11], where we demonstrated
possibility for improving micro-PIV measurements by flowfocusing of the seeding particles.

2. Experimental
A polymeric device was fabricated to visualize performance of
the flow focusing device. The device was made of 5mm thick
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and consists of two crossed
rectangular channels of
cross section made
by micro milling. A small (
) protrusion was
made 5mm downstream on the bottom wall of the outlet
channel to monitor stability of the focused sheet.
The flow was analysed using microPIV [12; 13] system built
on Nikon Eclipse E-50i epi-fluorescent microscope, long
working distance objective 10x/0.3 WD 17.5 (Nikon LU
PLAN FLUOR) and SensiCam Double Shutter 12-bit CCD
camera with resolution 1280×1024 pixels (PCO IMAGING).
The illumination was provided by SoloPIV Nd:YAG pulsed
laser (532nm) from New Wave Research Inc. The flow was
forced by syringe pumps (New Era Pump Systems Inc.). The
flow rate was maintained between
and
, what corresponds with Reynolds number
and
. The flow rate ratio of the
focusing stream to the focused flow was set to 20:1
guarantying stable, about 15µm thin sheet of focused flow.
Deionised water and fluorescent tracers (Fluorescent Polymer
Microspheres 2µm, Duke Sci.) were used as media.

Fluorescent tracers were present in the focused stream and
they concentration monitored by the camera. Particle tracing

was applied to visualise flow structure at the crossing area of
the focusing device (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Geometry of the flow focusing microfluidics device
Our experimental investigations indicated that focused flow
sheet is not necessarily uniform and its thickening close to
the walls may reach undesirable value [14]. Three
dimensional study of this effect performed by using confocal
microscopy (Fig. 3) confirmed that focused sheet is not flat
and with increasing flow rate it exhibits nearly tripled
thickness at both side walls (Fig. 3c).

flow analysis [16; 17]. Undesired thickening of the focused
sheet including tracers effectively decreased accuracy of the
PIV evaluation close to the wall [11]. In the following
numerical study we aim to analyse main futures of the flow
focusing device and to extract factors responsible for the
observed deterioration of the focused flow sheet.

Figure 2: Particle tracking applied to fluorescent particle
tracers observed in the flow-focusing microfluidic device;
tracers are present both in focusing and focused flow

Figure 4: Flow focusing obtained from numerical model for
Reynolds number 0.4. Ratio of the flow rate from side inlets
relative to the focused inlet is 20. Despite long distance
traveled through the outlet channel and presence of the
obstacle located on the way, thickness of the focused sheet
remains all the way constant and equals about 17µm

3. Numerical analysis

Figure 3: Flow focusing observed under confocal
microscope; a, b, c - thickening of the focused plane closed to
the side walls observed when increasing flow rate (Reynolds
number equal 3.23, 6.46 and 12.92, respectively) [15]
Local thickening of the focused plane is strongly undesirably. It
limits efficiency of devices used for sorting purposes or changes
reaction rate across the outlet channel, if it is used as a chemical
reactor. In our experiments [10; 11] flow focusing of seeding
particles was used to improve performance of the microPIV

The steady, laminar and isothermal flow of viscous
incompressible liquid is analyzed using finite volume code
Fluent 12 (Ansys Inc) [18]. A three-dimensional (3-D) mesh
representing the flow focusing device used in the experiment
was built using Gambit 2.6 (Fluent Inc). The geometry and
dimensions of the CFD model were identical to the
experimental device. The boundary conditions were set as a
mass flow at the inlets and as pressure at the outlet. Different
meshes were tested until mesh refining had little effect on the
computations results. Finally several simulations were
performed with the structural hexahedron mesh of over 11

mill cells by varying flow rate to cover Reynolds number1
from 0.1 to 100.
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plane decreases with increase flow rate ratio (Fig. 5).
However, very strong effect on the focused sheet structure is
observed by varying total flow rate, i.e. the flow Reynolds
number (Fig. 5 and 6). Increasing Reynolds number above
10 practically destroys flow focusing mechanism and for
Reynolds number above 50 focused fluid is fully layered on
the side walls being absent in the channel center.
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Figure 6. Mass fraction distribution of the focused fluid in the
channel cross-section calculated for Re=0.1, Re=4, Re=10,
Re=25 and Re=50. Ratio of flow rates equals 20

Figure 5: Mass fraction distribution of the focused fluid for
different flow Reynolds numbers (columns) and different
focused:focusing fluids flow rate ratios (rows)
In the experiment the focusing performance of the system
was analyzed by introducing small (2µm) florescent particles
to the focused liquid and observing their concentration in the
outlet channel. In the numerical model to determine flow
structure and shape of the focused layer containing
fluorescent tracer particles we used non-reacting species
transport model with two liquids having the same physical
and chemical properties (pure water without particles). To
provide proper mixing conditions of the focused and focusing
fluids and appropriate migration velocity of the tracer
particles, the mass diffusivity coefficient of the liquid was set
to be
, equal to the diffusivity of dilute
water solution of spherical particles used as seeding [19].
Figure 4 demonstrates numerical simulation of the focusing
effect obtained for the Reynolds number equal 0.4.
It is evident that thickness of the focused plane remains
practically constant over long distance from the crossing
region of inlet channels. Obviously diffusion of investigated
solution of particles is negligible small. Even after passing
the obstacle (see Fig. 4) made at the bottom wall undisturbed
sheet of the focused flow is fully recovered. Small diffusivity
of particles confirms rough estimation of the diffusion
distance based on the diffusion constant and flow velocity,
indicating that on their way down the flow particles may
diffuse distance of less than 0.1µm.
Numerical simulation performed for four different ratios of
the inlet flow rate indicates that thickness of the focused
1

Reynolds number is based on the mean outlet flow velocity
and outlet channel geometry (hydraulic diameter).

Numerical simulations clearly indicate three regimes of the
flow focusing:
 Regular, well defined, nearly flat focused plane can be
obtained for Reynolds number 4. Smaller Reynolds
number creates slightly convex shape.
 Double concave shape is present for Reynolds number
above 10
 Complete layering of the focused flow on the side walls
takes place for Reynolds number approaching 100.
Numerical analysis indicates that the source of the observed
disturbances is located in small region where three streams
merge together to the outlet channel. It is worth to repeat that
molecular diffusion is completely negligible for analysed
case. Hence, the geometry of the focused plane once created
by three merging streams remains unchanged along the outlet
channel. For low flow Reynolds number there are only two
possible mechanisms responsible for observed deformation of
the focusing plane, so called Moffat-eddies [20], created by
the flow passing sharp corners, and Dean flow – secondary
circulation generated due to the flow curvature [21; 22]. Both
mechanisms are responsible for deformation of the velocity
pattern, visible on Figure 7 and 8. It can be seen that both
transversal velocity components responsible for the
secondary flow increase over 30-times their relative value for
higher Reynolds number. We may note concentration of the
secondary flow into well visible spots in four corners of the
channel. The cross flow found in the corners is responsible
for the lateral transport of liquid and effectively for
broadening of the focused sheet at the top and bottom walls.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Normalized y-component of the velocity (by mean
velocity) in the plane 200µm behind the channels crossing for
two Reynolds numbers : (a) Re=0.4, (b) Re=25

optimize geometry of the focusing device and to minimize
effect of the secondary flow by avoiding sharp corners and
sudden changes of the flow direction.
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Figure 8. Normalized z-component of the velocity (by mean
velocity) in the plane 200µm behind the channels crossing for
two Reynolds numbers: (a) Re=0.4, (b) Re=25
Figure 9 collects results of the numerical investigations by
displaying normalized cross flow velocity as a function of
distance and Reynolds number. One may find that strong
lateral flow components are present only at the vicinity of the
crossing area. It is the place were the main redistribution of
particle concentration takes place. At larger distances (over
1mm, i.e. 3 channel diameters) the parabolic flow profile is
established preserving disturbed concentration distribution.
The effect of Reynolds number is clearly visible, the relative
value of the lateral flow increases with Reynolds number and
its presence decreases with the distance.
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